
Congratulations! You have just purchased one of the most versatile and durable mattress support systems on the market. 
Designed to replace your existing box-spring/foundation and frame, the all steel construction offers superior strength to traditional 
mattress support systems. This unique, easy-to-assemble frame provides increased storage space under your bed, is height 
adjustable for a high or low profile configurations and easily adapts to any bed design.
No tools required. (A wrench/pliers may be used to better secure wing nuts to the frame.) Optional bonus bed skirt & headboard/footboard adapter plates included.

1)  Carefully unpack, unfold and place support frame upside down onto a flat, level surface in the location in 
which your support frame will be used.

2).  Unfold legs until all are fully upright / perpendicular to the frame {fig A}.

3.)  Loosen wingnut and secure leg braces to frame as depicted in {fig B}. Tighten each wing nut carefully so 
that each leg brace is secure to frame. You may want to use a pair of pliers/wrench to insure that leg brace is 
properly tightened. (DO NOT over-tighten wingnut, as this could cause wingnut to strip. If wingnut is stripped, 
please contact customer service immediately, as this may make your frame unsafe for normal use.)

4)  Flip your frame upright and onto the support legs. Make sure it is level with the floor. Two people are 
recommended for this procedure.

* IF  UNIT IS NOT LEVEL: Use leveling feet {fig C} by rotating them clockwise (lower) or counter clockwise 
(higher) to level out your frame as needed. It is recommended that you do not extend the leveling feet 
more than a 1/2" from the base of your support leg.

FOR FULL, QUEEN & CAL.KING SIZE SUPPORT FRAME: 
5)  After steps 1-4 have been completed, position both (2) support frames side by side with connector pegs 

and receptacles opposite each other and facing the center of your support frame {fig D}. Lift one end of your 
hinged frame and insert the connector peg into the opposite receptacle. Repeat this process on the other 
end of your hinged frame, so that the two frames are secured to one another.

FOR KING SIZE SUPPORT FRAME: 
6)  Position the two support frames of your King size support system so that they are slightly further apart than 

the width of your connector bridges (approx. 17"). Connect the frames to the connector bridges using the 
pegs and receptacles as depicted in {fig E}. Make sure that the connector bridges are properly secured to 
both support frames before use.

LOw PROFILE CONFIGURATION: In the event you feel that your mattress is too high, you can reduce the 
height of your frame by depressing the leg security pin (mid-height) and pulling bottom half of leg off as 
depicted in {fig F}. Remove leveling foot from separated half and reconnect to attached support leg as depicted 
in {fig G}. (Prior to use, make sure that unit is level*).

BONUS BEDSKIRT:  Remove bedskirt from packaging and place on frame as desired. (Optional)

ATTAChING hEAD/FOOTBOARD: Adapter plates {fig H} can be added to head/foot of frame to allow for the 
attachment of a headboard or footboard. Attach adapter plates to frame (hardware included) in the front/back 
corner areas of frame as shown in {fig H}. Do not tighten all the way. Allow plate to move freely on frame until 
your head/footboard is secured to the adapter plate (hardware NOT included). Once secured, tighten adapter 
plate to frame. (In the event adapter plates are used with optional bedskirt, a small hole must be made in 
bedskirt to allow adapter plates and hardware to properly affix to frame.) If you wish to attach both headboard 
and footboard, you must order additional adapter plates (Customer Service).

INSTRUCTIONS: OveRhead vIew Of fRame CONfIgURaTION  (SIZES / DIMENSIONS)

ITEM QUANTITY
TwIN 1 Hinged Frame with 6 adjustable legs 
FULL/QUEEN/CAL.KING 2 Hinged Frames, with 12 adjustable legs 
KING 2 Hinged Frames, with 12 adjustable legs and 2 support bridges

wing Nuts (Already attached to unit)
Adapter Plates 2 w/ hardware, inner package
Bed Skirt  1 (all sizes), inner package
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Please read carefully before using. Two Person assembly recommended.
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